Operators of networks covering large areas are confronted with demands from some of their customers who are virtual service providers. These providers may call for the connectivity service which fulfils the specificity of their services, for instance a multicast transition with allocated bandwidth. On the other hand, network operators want to make profit by trading the connectivity service of requested quality to their customers and to limit their infrastructure investments (or do not invest anything at all).
Introduction
Optical networks have become a dominant technology in modern networks covering large areas. Their advantage consists in providing an ultra-high bit rate obtained with slight energy consumption. All-optical networks are particularly interesting from economic and ecological point of view because a cost of transparent routers is low and their energy consumption is negligible [6] .
Modern networks face a growing demand on the part of service providers. New offered services are more complex than the simple connectivity service assured traditionally by network operators. Providers sell services like storage and computation together with connectivity service to their customers. The part of this market ensuring on-the-fly resource allocation, called for commercial reasons Cloud Computing [1] , is under a rapid development. In order to meet the demands of their customers, virtual service providers have to purchase a guaranteed connectivity service at network operators. At the same time, network operators can deal with numerous virtual service providers. They are interested in using their network resources the most efficiently and in this way minimize the cost of a prospective extension of their existing infrastructure.
We studied the mechanisms to execute distributed applications in an optical mesh network in the context of the CARRIOCAS project [2, 23] . Unlike a customary approach applied in Grids where applications benefit from a dedicated network infrastructure [9] , this project went into the study of the coexistence of massive distributed applications in a network whose operator should make financial profit. With GMPLS [17] deployed, the CARRIOCAS network has to ensure both unicast and multicast transmissions. Routers which are able to duplicate data and send it in several directions allow a network operator to lower the bandwidth amount necessary to construct a multicast tree. On the other hand, these branching nodes are more expensive and more energy consuming than the transparent ones. The realistic assumption is thus that only a subset of routers is equipped with the duplicating functionality. In [19] we presented our solution to the problem consisting in the construction of a tree to any multicast request with minimization of the amount of used bandwidth under assumption of a limited number of branching nodes. The solution is heuristic because we proved that this problem is NP-complete. It turned out to be the most effective when the branching nodes were placed in the most homogeneous way in a network. The most homogeneous placement of k branching nodes represents in fact a solution to the k-centre problem which is also NP-complete [10] .
Our study mentioned above inspired us to explore certain special cases of multicast demands. A network operator can know in advance recurrent multicast transmissions which require a lot of bandwidth. Being aware of frequent demands for identical (or almost identical) multicast transmissions an operator may have corresponding trees "ready to be allocated" and adapt his network infrastructure according to these recurrent transmissions. This adjustment may consist in setting available branching routers in the selected nodes of the predefined tree. In this paper we are interested in the choice of nodes of a multicast tree where the branching routers should be located in order to minimize the amount of required bandwidth. This approach allows an operator to make his network more efficient without any additional cost.
In the following section we make a survey of existing solutions to multicast tree allocation and explain the specificity of branching routers. In Section 3 our problem is stated in the formal way. We also formulate (Section 4) the solution properties. Next, we propose an algorithm to solve our problem, compute its complexity, and prove that it gives an optimal solution. Our problem is evidenced to be polynomial. Section 6 presents the results of bandwidth requirements for multicast trees depending on the number of available branching routers. The multicast trees which are subject of this analysis have been obtained by two methods, the first one based on the shortest path approach and the second one based on the Steiner tree approach. In the final section we give the conclusions and outline our further work.
Multicast tree construction
There are several schemes for multicasting data in networks [21, 12] . We present here the schemes adapted to optical circuit switching networks. The first one is to construct virtual circuits from the multicast source to each destination. Such a scheme is equivalent to multiple unicasts ( Fig. 1 ) and the network bandwidth used by a large multicast group may become unacceptable [16] .
In another scheme the multicast source sends data to the first destination and each destination acts as a source for the next destination until all destinations receive the data flow. In yet another scheme, intermediate routers make copies of data packets and dispatch them to their successors in the multicast tree. This solution allows the multicast transmission to share bandwidth on the common links. Numerous multicast tree algorithms, which follow the latter scheme, have been proposed and can roughly be classified into two categories [21] . The first category contains the algorithms based on the shortest path while minimizing the weight of the path from the multicast source to each destination. The second category contains algorithms based on the Steiner tree problem [3, 5, 11, 14] which we formally define in Section 3. The algorithms derived from the Steiner tree problem minimize the total weight of the multicast tree. They are heuristic because the Steiner tree problem is NP-complete [11] .
From the technological point of view, routers able to duplicate packets introduce a supplementary delay due to O/E/O conversions and are more expensive. For these reasons network operators want to limit the number of such routers which we call "diffusing nodes" or "branching nodes". The diffusing nodes which we consider are not equipped with the functionality "drop-and-continue" [25] as this operation mode is nowadays applied in practice exclusively in border routers. In Fig. 2 we go back to the example illustrated in Fig. 1 . This time there are two branching nodes which allow one to reduce the amount of used bandwidth. Contrary to the solution built up of unicasts, in the one with branching nodes the bandwidth is used only once in each link.
Formalization of optimization problem
An optical network is modelled by a directed connected symmetrical graph [4 
] G = (V, E).
A multicast request is a pair = (e, R), where e ∈ V is a multicast source and R ⊂ V is a set of multicast destinations. We suppose that all multicast requests which we deal with can be transmitted in the network as a set of unicast transmissions (see Section 2). Therefore, we do not have to make precise the amount of data to transfer. For a given multicast request we first determine its tree, A = (V A , E A ). This tree is a subgraph of G rooted in e, whose leaves are in the set R and whose arcs are directed from the root towards the leaves. We note D A the diffusing nodes in A , D A ⊆ V A . Their allowed number is written as k. We now try to determine the choice of diffusing nodes in order to minimize the bandwidth consumption.
We will adopt as a metric of the bandwidth used by a multicast request a total number of arcs which construct its tree taking into account the fact that an arc may transport the same data more than once. To define this metric formally we start by determining the situations in which a request is satisfied by a set of paths in the multicast tree, S(D A ). These situations are as follows:
• every node of R is the final extremity of exactly one path in S(D A ),
• every node of D A is the final extremity of at most one path in S(D A ),
• the origin of a path in S(D A ) is either e or a node of D A ; in the latter case, the node of D A is also the final extremity of a path in S(D A ),
• any node of a ∈ D A is in a path p ∈ S(D A ) only if it is the final extremity or the origin of p.
The metric load A is defined as a sum of lengths of all paths in S(D A ). The optimization problem which consists in placing k diffusing nodes can be thus formalized as:
theorem 1 Diffusing Nodes in Multicast Tree Problem (DNMTP) Data: a directed connected symmetrical graph G = (V, E), a multicast request = (e, R), a rooted multicast tree corresponding to this request A , and a natural number k.
Properties of the solution induced by the subset of vertices D
We now focus on a given multicast and we omit the subscript in the formulae for their clarity. This section is devoted to studying properties of the solution induced by a set D of diffusing nodes, S(D). We introduce the notation used for its description. For any u, u ∈ V A in A we define A u as a sub-tree of A rooted in u. We also define three parameters
. a u is the arc connecting A u from the remainder of A. We propose: We can notice that each solution induced by the set of diffusing nodes D, can be defined by each window for each arc of tree A.
theorem 1 Let D be a set of vertices in A. Let u be a node having one child u 1 of A. The window on arc a u is equal to
where the window on arc a u 1 is (b, d, load).
Proof: First, we assume that u ∈ D (u is a diffusing node). By definition of path number, arc a u has a path number equal to one. Since the window on arc a u 1 is (b, d, load), tree A u contains one more diffusing node than tree A u 1 . Second, we assume that u / ∈ D. So, u is not a diffusing node and tree A u contains exactly the same set of diffusing nodes as tree A u 1 . If u ∈ R, then u is the final extremity of exactly one path. So the path number on arc a u is equal to the path number on arc a u 1 plus one. If u / ∈ R, then the path number on arc a u is equal to the path number on arc a u 1 . From these statements, we can compute the load of the solution S induced by D in tree A u . The load increases by the path number on arc a u . Now, using the same arguments in the proof of Lemma 1, we extend it when u has several children. theorem 2 Let u be a node of A having children u 1 . . . , u . The window on arc a u is equal to
where the window on arc a
Now, we want to compare two solutions by introducing a partial order for each node. 
We can apply the same arguments as previously for the other case. The same reasoning goes for each vertex of this path starting from the father of t until the root. This completes the proof of Property 1. 
theorem 2 Let u be a vertex of A having children u 1 . . . , u . Let D be a subset of vertices in A. If D is sub-optimal for node u, then D is also sub-optimal for node u i , for any integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ .
Proof: We can prove this property by contradiction. Assume that there is at least one child u i of u such that D is not sub-optimal for node u i . So it implies that there exists a subset D such that D is sub-optimal for node u i and such that d = d and b = b , we have load < load where the window of the solution S(D) (respectively S(D )) on arc a u is (b, d, load) (respectively (b , d , load ) ). So, using Lemma 2, we can construct a subset
. So, it implies that D is not optimal. So there is a contradiction.
Algorithm, its complexity and optimality
Our algorithm is based on the dynamic approach. We introduce the notation used for its description. For any u, u ∈ V A in A we define A u as a sub-tree of A rooted in u. We also define two parameters of u in A . The height h(u) is a distance between u and e in A . We also note h max = max u∈V A h(u). The path number pn(u) is a number of paths in a solution S(D A ) with a given set of diffusing nodes spanned on A which pass through u or which terminate in u. It is obvious that if u is a branching node then pn(u) = 1.
The idea of our algorithm is to compute for any u, u ∈ V (A), some sub-optimal sets D of diffusing nodes for A u where the window of the solution
As the reader might already guess, a sub-optimal set D for the root e gives a solution to our problem. We want therefore to find these sets starting from the leaves and ending up in the root of A. As u may be or may not be a diffusing node, we have to know how to compute the two sets for both the cases.
As u may not be equipped with the branching property, the minimal load of the suboptimal set for it should be stored in the matrix M (u) whose rows are indexed by pn(u) (these indices are 1, 2, . . . , |R|) and whose columns are indexed by the number of diffusing nodes deployed in A u (these indices are 0, 1, . . . , k). If a solution does not exist, the corresponding matrix element is equal to zero.
As u may become a branching node, the minimal load of the sub-optimal set can be stored in a line vector L(u) because the path number of a diffusing node is always equal to one.
In a nutshell: M i,j (u) = α = 0 (L i (u) = α = 0, respectively) if and only if a sub-optimal set D exists in A u having its window on arc a u equal to (j, i, α). (respectively to (1, i, α)). For computational reasons the destinations u, which are leaves of A, have "unitary" matrix and vector attributed: M 1,0 (u) = 1, L 1 (u) = 1 and all other elements are zero.
As we have said above, our algorithm to solve the DNMTP attributes to each node u its M (u) and L(u) starting from the leaves whose height is H = h max and performing the Procedure Mat Vec Filling 1. If u is a leaf then attribute the "unitary" M (u) and L(u)
Others Succ Mat Vec(u,w); mark w 8. endWhile 9. endIf (Fig. 3) . This procedure takes a node u and its corresponding sub-tree as data. Intuitively speaking, this is a modified breadth-first search [13] in which one arbitrarily chosen successor, treated first, computes its matrix and vector (the First_Succ_Mat_Vec procedure) in a different way from its brothers (the Others_Succ_Mat_Vec procedure). The leaves have the "unitary" matrix and vector assigned.
The procedure First_Succ_Mat_Vec operates on a node u and one of its successors v for which M (v) and L(v) are already known as Mat_Vec_Filling follows a bottom-up approach (Fig. 4) . It uses the variable elT to store the non-zero elements in a column i of M (u) and L(u). The procedure executes the function min + whose two arguments are natural. It returns a minimum of these two values in exception of the case in which one of the arguments is zero. The other positive argument is when returned. The main idea is based on the observation that the weight of the multicast tree in A v ∪ {u} is equal to the multicast weight in A v incremented by the weight of reaching u which is itself equal to pn(u). Let us remind the reader that pn(u) = 1 when u is a diffusing node and pn(u) is a matrix row index otherwise.
Remark 1: From Lemma 1 and Property 1, we can deduce, that if u has one child v for any i, j, 0 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ |R|
• M i,j (u) = j + M i,j (v) where j = 1, and j = j − 1 if u ∈ R, otherwise j = j
The procedure First_Succ_Mat_Vec computes the formulae here above.
If j == 1 then elT = 1 + min
endIf ; 10. If u is destination of multicast then 11.
M i,j+1 (u) = elT + 1 else M i,j (u) = elT 12. endIf 13. endForAll 14.endForAll In lines 1-4 L(u) is computed for u seen as a diffusing node. On the i th step the smallest positive weight is chosen between weights of its predecessor v seen as a diffusing and a nondiffusing node. These weights are taken for v with one diffusing node less because u itself is diffusing. This weight is increased by the weight of reaching u which is one as u is diffusing. Lines 5-9 fill up M (u) when u is seen as non-diffusing. Line 7 treats the case in which only one path passes through or terminates in u. The successor of u can be either a diffusing or non-diffusing node. Otherwise (line 8) its successor has to be a non-diffusing node. The case in which u is a destination despite the fact that it is not a leaf in A is treated in lines 10-12 as the weight of the access to u has to be added.
Others_Succ_Mat_Vec (Fig. 5) operates on a node u and its successors w different from v which has already been examined in First_Succ_Mat_Vec. The procedure uses the variable elT as First_Succ_Mat_Vec does. Furthermore, the procedure makes use of the auxiliary variables M (u) and L (u) to store the new values of M (u) and L(u) as the current elements of M (u) and L(u) are still in use. The procedure Others_Succ_Mat_Vec is built up on the same principle as the previous one. Lines 1-9 treat the filling up of L(u) and lines 10-23 treat the filling up of M (u). The important difference consists in traversing all the couples (x, y), x, y = 1, 2 . . . , k or x, y = 0, 1, . . . , k such that x + y = i. It leads from the fact that this time the weight of the multicast tree in A v ∪A v ∪{u} is equal to the sum of the multicast weights in A v ∪ {u} and in A w with the branching nodes deployed in both A v ∪ {u} and A w . The matrix computation also requires an appropriate path number in order to determine the additional tree weight (lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
ForAll (x, y) such that (x, y) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} × {0, 1, . . . , k} and x + y = i do 13. ForAll j such that 0 < j ≤ |R| do 14.
elT = ∞; 15.
ForAll (a, b) such that (a, b) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} × {0, 1, . . . , k} and a + b = j do 16.
If 
where M f (u) and L f (u) correspond to the matrix and the vector computed by the algorithm for the sub-tree of A u where u has only f children u 1 , . . . , u f . The procedure Others_Succ_Mat_Vec computes the formulae here above. theorem 1 The optimal set of diffusing nodes is obtained by the configuration associated to
Proof: From Remarks 1 and 2, we can deduce from any u in V (A), the algorithm Mat_Vec_Mat_Filling computes vector L(u) and matrix M (u) such that ∀b, 1 ≤ b ≤ |R|, ∀d, 0 ≤ d ≤ k, thus there are two sub-optimal sets of diffusing nodes: one has load L d (u) and the other has load M d,b (u).
Numerical results
Our algorithm determines the optimal localizations for k diffusing nodes in a multicast tree which has already been created for a request = (e, R). As we have signalled in Section 2 there are numerous methods of construction of these trees. We selected two heuristic methods in order to observe their impact on the efficiency of our algorithm. The first one establishes a shortest path (ShP) between e and each r ∈ R. The corresponding multicast tree A ShP is a union of these shortest paths. The second method, which is based on the 2-approximable solution of the Steiner tree problem proposed in [22] , gives A StT tree. This Steiner problem formalized in terms of multicast demand can be written as: theorem 5 Steiner Tree Problem (StTP) Data: a connected undirected graph G = (V, E), a multicast request = (e, R), and a natural number k. Question: Does a rooted tree A exist such that the number of its arc is less than or equal to k?
The heuristic algorithm [22] leans on polynomial algorithms of a minimum-weight spanning tree [15] and of a shortest path [8] coupled.
To generate a graph of 200 nodes we apply the Waxman model [24] of BRITE [18] (with default parameters). We estimate with the 5% precision at the significance level α = 0.05 the average weight of multicast tree as a function of the destination number for both the algorithms which construct a tree. For each number of destinations we choose uniformly in 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 In order to perceive the impact of diffusing nodes on the tree weight we perform the computations with four nodes placed by our algorithm, and without them. In Fig. 6 we observe that the weight reduction obtained for ShP with the diffusing nodes is significant (about 31% for 32 destinations). The improvement obtained by the introduction of diffusing nodes into the trees built with StT (Fig. 7) is even more substantial than in the previous case (about 65% for 16 destinations). These two figures exhibit that ShP generates trees whose weight is less than those generated by StT. This fact is not astonishing as ShP always chooses a shortest path between the source and any destination.
In Fig. 8 , in which the relative difference between A ShP and A StT weights as StT tree weight percentage is depicted, we notice, however, that this tendency is inverse for multicast trees with few destination (up to 18). To explain this phenomenon we notice that 1) with a small number of destinations the shortest paths identified by ShP are disjoint, and 2) typically, the edges of a tree obtained by shortest paths are more numerous that those of a Steiner tree computed for an identical multicast demand.
We now fix the number of destinations to 20 and we estimate the weights of trees obtained with ShP and StT algorithms in function of the number of branching nodes. We remind The introduction of three diffusing nodes reduces the weight of A ShP by about 20% (Fig. 9) . Further additions allows one to lower the tree weight by almost 40% for 15 branching nodes. The influence of the branching nodes on the reduction of the tree weight in the StT case is striking (Fig. 10) : an improvement of almost 60% in the case of three branching nodes until almost 75% for 15 of them. Confronting the results of ShP and StT with diffusing nodes we observe that StT, despite its starting point at a worse position, reaches the tree weight of 40 in the situation in which ShP has this weight of 48.
In Fig. 11 we observe the relative difference of ShP and StT tree weights for 20 multicast destinations in function of the number of diffusing nodes. It is not surprising that for this relatively large number of destinations and few diffusing nodes StT exhibits better performance than ShP. When the number of branching nodes increases and approaches the number of destinations, ShP trees become lighter than StT ones for the same reasons as those mentioned in the comments on Fig. 8 .
The next question we ask ourselves concerns the detection of the numbers of diffusing nodes and destinations up to which StT is more advantageous than ShP. For the network investigated above the critical point is (4, 18) . In Fig. 12 we mark critical points starting from which the ShP tree gives "lighter" solutions. For the points above the line we recommend ShP (for example, for three branching nodes and 30 destinations), for those below the line we recommend StT.
As the critical points depicted in Fig. 12 form a straight line whose slope is five, we are now interested in what this gradient depends on. One may guess that it is determined by the average degree of the network. Indeed, if we look at Fig. 13 , the gradient decreases as the average node degree increases. Consequently, the line seen in Fig. 12 inclines with the average degree growth. Therefore we conclude that StT is more favourable for loosely 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 
Conclusions and further work
We studied a problem of infrastructural design of a commercial optical meshed network with a circuit switching routing protocol deployed. This problem was stated within the context of virtual services based on multicast transmission. It concerns frequent and voluminous multicast demands whose source and destinations areà priori known and its solution determines the localizations of branching nodes (i.e. routers with higher cost and energy consumption but which allow one to duplicate data and retransmit it in different directions). A solution to this problem allows a network operator to use his available resources more efficiently and make more profit with less, or even without any, investment.
After formally stating the problem we proposed an algorithm to solve it. Next, we proved its optimality and computed its complexity which is polynomial. We computed a gain in terms of the used bandwidth compared with multicast trees without any diffusing nodes. Among the two heuristic algorithms which we used to deploy multicast trees the first is based on the shortest past approach (ShP) and the second one exploits a solution to the Steiner tree problem (StT) in undirected graphs. We performed exhaustive computations in order to compare the efficiency of our algorithm for multicast trees built with ShP and StT. We observed the dependency of their efficiency on the numbers of diffusing nodes and destinations. This dependency is influenced by the average network degree. StT works better in loosely connected networks whereas ShP is more efficient for strongly connected ones.
Generally speaking, we found ShP more efficient in finding a multicast tree than StT. We should not forget, however, that we used the 2-approximable algorithm. It is not excluded that a more precise StT algorithm (for example [7, 20] ) may give better results. We consider implementing these algorithms in order to verify their performance for our purposes.
We plan to continue this work in order to determine a specific solution in particular graphs (for example having bounded treewidth). We conjecture that our algorithm could be extended to this kind of graph. On the other hand we consider pursuing our work on optimal multicast deployment by studying the Steiner problem in certain oriented graphs.
